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ALL IN ONE PLACE

Law

Theology

Humanities

Science

Economics
COMBINING KNOWLEDGE

Human-IST
Human-machine Interaction

Swiss Centre for Islam and Society

Bachelor of Arts in Economic and Legal Studies
LEADING-EDGE RESEARCH

National Centre of Competence (NCCR) for bio-inspired materials

Institute of Multilingualism

ERC grants: big data, sleep, games
WELCOMING & APPROACHABLE
A UNIQUE SWISS UNIVERSITY TOWN

10’000
AT LAST...  
A PLACE OF MY OWN

Fribourg 1500.–  
Geneva 2000.–  
Zurich 2400.–
ALL CLOSE AT... HAND
BILINGUAL?
BENVENUTI!
EUROPE IN MINIATURE

- 2489 from Fribourg
- 6144 from Switzerland
- 1657 from abroad
CROSSING NATIONAL BORDERS

SWISS-EUROPEAN MOBILITY PROGRAMME (with a semester scholarship)

550 exchanges with 280 university partners

Bologna, Paris, Strasbourg, Heidelberg, Madrid, Cracow, Tampere, and many others
OPEN TO THE WORLD

Collaboration with close to 40 universities
KEEP IN TOUCH

unifr.ch

Universitas

Alma&Georges

/unifribourg

/school/university-of-fribourg

/unifr

/unifribourg